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Pandemic
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The first few weeks of India’s nationwide lockdown were marked by collective
denial, delusion and an ignorance towards the severity of the global crisis we were
witnessing, as I sought a getaway through dark humor, online shows, never-
ending video calls with friends, trying out new recipes on YouTube and the fact,
that for a few days, I wouldn’t have to conform to my rigid schedule, wake up early
in the morning, gulp my breakfast down and rush for university classes. I now feel
both amused and anxious contemplating upon how naïve and oblivious we all
were, of the cataclysmic shocks and irreversible losses that were going to be
greeting us, crashing into us like big boulders, with minimal breaks for healing or
catharsis. 

The Dizzying Abnormality of 'The New Normal'

by Rhea Gupta
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In the initial months of the pandemic, I would obsessively, almost robotically
sanitize and organize objects messily lying around my house, to quieten my own
paranoia of the virus latching onto each and every surface, or perhaps, to also
exercise whatever little control I had left, over my material reality. The consecutive
lockdowns went by me like a massive, homogenous chunk of sheer ennui,
bewilderment and suffocation. I am rather incredulous towards my own memory,
as it is unreliable, tainted by stupefaction. My brain has conveniently erased a lot
of weeks of the quarantine, or so it seems, almost like a computer or a
smartphone erases obsolete, repetitive files clogging its memory, out of its system
– every day seemed the absolute same, and while I used to believe human beings
are comforted by a sense of predictability and familiarity, the cyclical consistency
of the days of the lockdown quickly transformed into smothering monotony. My
memory is fragmented, yet, my mind continues to possess vivid flashes of an
almost post-apocalyptic city of New Delhi, dark, deserted and dusty as my father
drove past groups of starving migrant laborers aimlessly walking around,
hunching, lurking in the dark, like zombies. I felt a wave of nausea hit me, as I
realized this was not a film I was viewing on Netflix, rather, a dystopian reality I
was witnessing. 

The world-shattering pandemic made the ordinary extraordinary, while the
extraordinary was expected to be normalized and internalized. My city eyes, so
familiar with multiple stimuli capturing their attention, found themselves unable
to deal with the abrupt stillness with the coming of Lockdown I. Having lived my
entire life in a metropolitan, urban sphere of a densely populated country like
India, the days of the nation-wide lockdown, initially blissful and tranquil, quickly
began gnawing at me due to the silences and stagnation they were accompanied
by; I couldn’t recognize my own self as I began pining for the once dreaded
overcrowded metro rails, the overwhelming honking of vehicles, the overpowering
scent of fried street food, stray dogs following me with their wagging tails, elbows
nudging my waist as I would tiredly walk back home from college through a
bustling marketplace. I began deriving excitement through the short-lived trips I
would make to the nearby supermarket for groceries, my eyes twinkling at the
sight of a few other living beings around me, and a color rush caused by various
products stacked together in multiple columns. 
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The dizzying pace of the aggravation of the pandemic cases and the chaos
ensuing with global lockdowns, horrified me in the initial months, but eventually
ended up numbing me altogether. I watched the world degenerate under the
pandemic through the protection of my phone, laptop and TV screens, indirectly
affected by all the despair I encountered, yet possessing the prerogative to shut
the realities of the world away with one press of a button, and instead, comfort
myself temporarily through more taps and clicks – Amazon retail-therapy
shopping sprees, memes on the pandemic and online food delivery apps. I was
constantly torn between self-pity and an overwhelming guilt on realizing how
privileged I was, and that millions around me would kill for the very circumstances
and living conditions I was loathing. I had the prerogative to cope with my
sentiments; mourn and grieve the loss of my old, pre-pandemic life, while most
around me were dehumanized by a capitalistic economy such that they
relentlessly labored to survive through the pandemic, having zero scope for
dealing with any psychological or physical damages. As my mind became
deadened and desensitized to the deaths around me and across the globe, the
machines around me seemed to get steadily humanized. The pandemic solidified
my already co-dependent love-hate relationship with technology and smart-
gadgets beyond imagination – I began seeking comfort in the company of my
smartphone, more than my own family members.

My biggest fear as a young woman was experiencing my whole life getting limited
to household chores and domesticity. I found this fear coming to life as the
pandemic stretched over the months - I was expected to take over all household
duties along with my mother. I could feel my days of youth go past me, getting
wasted and smothered amongst the four dull walls of my kitchen and I was
consumed by a sense of panic and bitterness. Throughout my adolescence, I had
been conditioned to believe a woman’s transient freedom only remained till she
was twenty-four to twenty-five, after which she would eventually have to let go of
her individuality, her personal ambitions, her desires and bind herself to
domesticity in order to be deemed appropriate and favourable by society. I was
persistently haunted by the thought of losing my remanent ‘golden years’ to the
long-lasting pandemic and eventually getting trapped within the confines of
homemaking with the coming years anyway, due to my very identity as a woman
in a patriarchal Indian society. Each day of the quarantine felt like a deep stab to
my juvenescence, productivity and new opportunities.
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If the external, patriarchal world gave rise to a dystopian reality, my university
represented a liberating and empowering haven, where I could co-exist with like-
minded, progressive individuals and simultaneously be accepted for my
idiosyncrasies and varying ideologies. The fiction I would read in the space of my
campus, would provide me with an escape from the hierarchal, gendered, class-
divided actuality of the world, awaiting me the moment I would step out of my
classroom. With the pandemic invading all our lives and colleges being shut for
more than eleven months, I experienced my place of retreat slipping away from
me, as I quietly mourned this deprivation and desperately experimented with
other coping mechanisms to the fill the void that the absence of my campus life
and my friends had left me with. Since childhood, I had been made to internalise
the idea of my family as sacrosanct, which always made me pedestalise them. The
debilitating quarantine demystified the notion of home, domesticity and family for
me, bringing to surface, a lot of ways in which my orthodox, patriarchal family
members had contributed to stunting my growth as a young individual. 

Being a student of English literature, I had confidence that my education had
equipped me with multiple discourses, ideological frameworks and concepts to
navigate through a phenomenon as ambiguous, unforeseeable and dynamic as
life. With COVID-19 turning the world upside down, I realised the inadequacy of
these theories to help me make sense of the pandemic-ridden world and its
mayhem, due to me eventually being bound by my limited material reality, my
class privilege and the literal domestic space of my house. I realised I never could,
fully make sense of the madness around me, no matter how much I tried reading
about it and analysing it. Reality itself became so warped, unreliable, relative and
multi-layered, I began losing a grip over what the truth was with the world
becoming ever-changing, yet coming to a complete standstill. This pandemic also
transformed my perceptions about three major elements governing our lives –
time, capitalism and notions of reality. I realized time was relative, contingent
upon one’s psychological state, as to me, each day of 2020 felt like a whole month
in itself; the pandemic became an indictment of our capitalistic world where the
rich benefitted from the deaths, fear and financial helplessness of the poor; reality
wasn’t fixed or objective, rather, there were multiple webs of realities coexisting
and overlapping with one another, yet simultaneously standing in complete
juxtaposition with one another. The experience of the pandemic was radically
distinct for different individuals, depending upon their financial circumstances, 
geographical locations, occupations, gender and sexuality – while the affluent 
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irresponsibly continued to hold large gatherings, go for vacations to faraway
locations without undertaking necessary precautions and had enough wealth to
sustain their opulent lifestyles throughout this calamity, I saw many around me
ending up on the streets, being unable to afford rent and basic necessities, losing
their livelihoods and loved ones. Those stuck at home with abusive partners,
parents or relatives had radically different experiences during the quarantine, as
compared to those living alone or having harmonious relationships with their
families…and so on. While many claim the pandemic brought the world together
due to a sense of solidarity in collective suffering, I rather believe the COVID-19
calamity ended up heightening class divide, domestic abuse, unemployment, and
child labor. With this crippling pestilence combined multiple other vectors of
oppression, such as class, gender, race, sexuality, religion, ethnicity and caste,
creating various webs of realities for different individuals, like those alternative
realities I often encounter in Hollywood films; as much as these simultaneously
functioning realities excite me on the screen in a fictional narrative, being unable
to decipher one common reality in times of crisis left me feeling giddy and
alienated.

I write my thoughts down almost one year after the coronavirus outbreak was
declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organization. Sitting in my
balcony, I hear voices of children cheering as they play badminton in the park;
elderly couples hold hands as they finally gather the courage to venture out for
their evening walks; the golden lit-up windows of speeding metro rails gleam
brighter than sun rays; the rumbling of scooters and the loud cries of vegetable
sellers on the streets birth a soothing polyphony; friends and relatives begin
visiting us with large hampers in their hands and warmth in their eyes…all of
which, I thought, was unthinkable just a few months ago; even these prosaic and
commonplace events, appear to be rather miraculous. I find myself questioning if
these little steps towards attaining the ‘old normal’ after the advent of vaccines,
are either daydreams or hallucinations, considering any happening related to pre-
pandemic normalcy, seems quite surreal to me now. As the globe attempts to
bounce back after attempting to normalise the raging Coronavirus cases, face
masks, thermal scanning, sanitizers, soaps, vaccinations and working from home,
it is easier for privileged individuals such as myself to reminisce the days of 2020
like they were a feverish nightmare that faded with time, yet, the horror and
weltschmerz I felt as we all dealt with the alienness of this calamity, will continue
to evoke either nervous laughter or a cold sweat out of me for many years to
come.
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The City Within Me

by Ria Chowdhury

“Nothing in the real world is as beautiful as the illusions of a person about 
to lose consciousness.”
- Haruki Murakami
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“The sky was pink, well pink-ish and the fields green. I was walking but somehow, I
was still, it felt like as if my legs were moving but I was not the part of the same
body as my legs. It was uncomfortable but not scary and I kept wondering what
was happening to me and with a gradual increase in the momentum of my
wondering and before reaching the boiling point, I woke up!

It was a Thursday, 5:30 in the morning and exceptionally chilly in Banaras. Usually,
I go back to sleep if I wake up this early but today, I felt like going for a walk. I
prepared myself for a walk and to witness the morning sun for a while. Brushed
my teeth freezing the insides of my mouth, wore a jumper and woolen pants,
wrote a sticky note for my roommate and left with the book I was reading last
night. It was Chekhov’s short stories. 

I never wear enough winter clothes maybe because I have this bizarre idea that I
am as cold as the chilliest winter. It was still somewhat dark outside. I had never
seen the Lanka Chauraha so empty before. Usually, it takes me five minutes to
cross the roads in Lanka without having to quarrel with an auto driver. So, I
walked, seeping in the emptiness of one of the busiest streets in town. I decided
to go Assi. I usually walk fast when I know where I have to go but this morning was
different because I knew Assi was not my destination. On my way I stopped to
take photographs of a sleeping dog. The dog looked as peaceful as the winter sun.

It was around 6:30ish, I sat at the stairs of Tulsi Ghat and began reading. I was
reading a short story last night, Ward no. 6 and decided to continue. Reading at
the Ghats distract me because of the people walking, the colors, the music of the
chaos all of this call me to read them instead. If not these, staring at the
emptiness of the river is loud enough to distract me. Although at that time in the
morning there is hardly anything to pay attention to except the beautiful and loud
silence. Chekhov’s short story had two characters, a madman and his doctor who
talk about madness and the binaries of madness and sanity. I stopped at a line
that read -

“Once the prison and the lunatic asylum exist, someone has to live in them.”
After completing the story, I looked around, the few people I could see, all looked
like madmen. The world we live in feels like an asylum at times, isn’t it? I did not
want to be here! At least not voluntarily. 
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After sitting there for a while, I walked towards Shivala Ghat. Shivala Ghat made
me envious. Always! It has a huge space between the river and the stairs to the
temple. Somehow, I craved for that cognitive space in my head. Alone here I have
always felt that an other voice inside me asked me to calm down so that I could
hear my own Existence.

 Reaching there, I felt like having tea. The tea stalls had opened by now. I got
myself a cup of masala chai and beside me sat a young man who was sketching
something in his book. Curiously, I stared at him for some time but I realized he
didn’t enjoy it. Apparently, this might be a rule of this asylum. NO GAZING AT
HUMANS! ONLY WATERBODIES!

I thought about what I had studied last night. Soren Kierkegaard in his journal AA
1835 wrote about Madness-

“How near is man to madness in any case despite all his knowledge? What is Truth
other than living for an idea? Everything must in the final analysis be based on a
postulate. But the moment when it no longer stands outside him but he lives in it,
only then, for him, does it cease to be a postulate.”

Around 10, I thought maybe I should head back to my room and get ready for
classes. I didn’t want to walk through the Ghats and instead took the narrow lanes
from Shivala. These lanes are the most musical place to be. The houses are so
close to each other, you can hear everybody speak but can’t really hear anything.
The Music of the chaos! These half-lit lanes are full of stories all the time. I walked
and walked. I had the habit of taking pictures of random sights and sending them
to S who could exactly smell the story I was living. I don’t know how S did that but I
never asked maybe because I knew the answer. Or I didn’t, who cares? I can make
peace in between binaries.

After reaching Assi Chauraha, I gave up the idea of classes and instead felt like
having coffee and cake. I went to Mark Café. The place that I call my savior. Had it
not been for this place, I would have quit studying in Banaras, got into a train and
headed home long back. Although that’s a story for another day. Let’s just say, this
café is the first friend I made in the city.
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They knew what I wanted so without asking, they got me my latte and a muffin. I
always took the last seat at the balcony, the farthest from the door. Sitting there
with my coffee, I saw a man outside, on the road. His attire was torn, dusty and
rusty and his walk was funny. That was a madman! A Mad Man to be put in an
asylum inside this macrocosmic asylum. I watched him for quite a while. He
walked and kept walking to and fro on the road in front of me. No shoes and he
kept walking. I couldn’t take my eyes off him. Surprisingly, my stare didn’t bother
him. Two mad men had separate rules and that’s another rule!

After a while, I gave up the hypnotizing walk and decided to go to Harmony. The
bookshop that has been my spot for books and smell and talk and music.
Harmony had a super power. It can fix your bad day and can also make your
regular day an extraordinary one by just its regular existence. I think Harmony is
an abyss. A beautiful one, it’s lit with books and poetry, adorned with jazz. You fall
and float in this abyss. 

As usual, Rakesh ji, the owner of Harmony, greeted me with a big smile. The
greetings of familiar strangers are like good coffee! 

I wish I could explain this reference.

He brought me a pile of new philosophy books that had just arrived.

 I live in two worlds, one where I have to make sure I don’t run out of groceries
and stick files and the other is where there are philosophers and poets constantly
talking. Harmony is a place in the first world of mine that took me to the second
world. It’s the door to Narnia! 
I chose a book that was shelved at the hyphen between poetry and philosophy. I
stayed there for a while and left.

It was around 1:30 by now, I felt hungry but I didn’t want to go back to my room
and blame myself for missing classes. Yet. Guilt is another primary emotion in this
asylum. Without much thinking I took an auto and left for Godowlia. Two of my
favorite eateries were at Gadowlia but I never ate there without my roommate
and I didn’t want to break the pattern so I found a new place and digested the
whole day with the food there. I roamed around Dasaswamedh, aimlessly for a
while, amidst the big crowd, alone. 
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A familiar voice suddenly called out! It was Saraswati didi. She owns a small shop
near the Ghat and keeps various colorful stones. We talked for a while, she told
me how there are less customers these days and I told her how there are less
listeners these days. I told her the story of my day but realized that she was
becoming a part of my story as well.

In the evening, I watched the Ganga Aarti at Dasaswamedh alone for the first
time. Watching the Aarti alone elevated my sense of nothingness or maybe I was
just sleepy. 
I decided to walk all the way back to Lanka.
It was a long walk but it ate up all my tiredness.

It was 11:30pm and after dinner I sat with my journal on the balcony.
I Wrote -

A Mad Man walked to and fro
From Ghats to the Chauraha,
Melting down on my desire to Love
Weaving the stories with the fabric of the mist,
The cloth- Another prison cell!
In the time to come, all the dying shall cease and the Ghats might turn arid…
But the Death of the Sameness?
Who will live to address the death at the interval of my asylum and his?
Every night’s half sleep begins with Me assuring my Self-
Birds go Home to come back to the Sky!

The weather was cold and lonely with unfilled gaps of warmth and I was
overwhelmed with the regular extraordinary day I had spent but there was no one
who would listen to my randomness. I had a feeling of contentment and
loneliness.

 I took my phone and sent all the random pictures I had clicked that day, to S. S
and I had never talked over the phone but that night for the very first time, he
asked me if we could talk over the phone.
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He called and asked me about my day.

This city is my voice within. Banaras stays quiet with me like the stillness of the
ghats and reflects on my inner chaos through its loud narrow lanes.

S had an enigmatic voice and that day I felt the city talked back to me in words. My
inner voice now not only matched harmony with me but spoke to me.
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Khansama 

by Aparna Bisht

We are destined to die when we are
born, aren’t we?
So why do we forget it when going
through each day of life?
But also, we can’t remember it all
through our life’s seconds, that
would be sad, right?
The world seems to have a different
spin when you hit 30,
Sorry for including all of you, but
please hear me. 

All of life’s learnings, biases, choices
and conditioning- seem to spin a
web so intricate

That you feel like a spider- ugly(sorry), stuck, real, venomous, 
Unmoving mostly but hastily sometimes, your saliva wraps you in more web,
It doesn’t get easier as more years pass.
Our fangs only grow more, more visible, hanging unfolded. 

In my web world, there also lives a wishful me,
And other spiders around me, donning shinier threads.
Let’s ignore the poorer ones for now.
So, I build a game called Comparison.
And lo! All spiders jump in and destroy their unique webs.

I think this is what I fell prey to and poisoned myself,
The game that I had created ended up destroying my nest.
The competition was more humane- more beauty, more money, more
possessions, more fame.
I only saw pictures posted by them and assumed my life was hell,
All my worldly possessions seemed to feel less.
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And now that I have risen from that grave,
It only feels right to share a tale-
Of simplicity and having less,
Of having just sun and occasional rain,
Of living in peace and slowly but happily dying as we must.

There lived a khansama in my town, I never learnt his name coz my grandfather
always greeted him as, “O khansama!”
My grandfather retired as an inspector and he retired as khansama from the
Police service.
We had our own humble three-roomed house but the khansama’s house was just
one room.
Also, it was on the first floor and there was only a hanging wooden ladder to bring
him down.
His house was made of brown-beige stones, unplastered and raw. 

He smoked chilam I think but I can’t say for sure,
Also, his wife lived with him and no children, but I can’t say for sure
My grandfather and I took the same path to the market everyday
It was behind the khansama’s house and at almost the same level
So, you could peer a bit inside their dark world - did I mention that they did not
have electricity?

The sun was their only source of light,
So, their day began early and also ended early.
Isn’t that a luxury? now, I think.
Confined in my tall-office building
I also have a room that I can easily call home. (Sigh).

So, I did pity the khansama as a child
With no television, no music
I wondered what kept them going?
I think it must be house(room)hold chores for his wife and chilam for him,
But I can’t say for sure coz I never saw them- they had no balcony; how could they
possibly be seen?
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With such countable resources it was a simple life,
No game called Comparison, no spiders to please.
I think about the khansama a lot these days,
His house made warm by the sun and cool by the breeze.
All that he had to do monthly was to climb down the ladder and collect his
pension.

But also, I can’t say for sure, men are also like pictures
And I never saw him, so, literally there is no picture.
It’s just in my head and I can only imagine-
How scarcely he lived but also how fully.
I’m playing Comparison again but no one will lose.

The inner voice of mine often speaks to me now,
“O Khansama!” - is all I hear and I know what it is telling me,
Happiness does not dwell for long by hoarding things,
Instead, it is found in giving up more,
A minimalistic web of love and laughter and in dying peacefully, when time be.

 



         It was only yesterday while sharing the
latest updates of my life with a much
younger online friend that I realized how
ridiculous romantic obsession must look on
me now that I am old. My neck has grown
fat, as have various other parts of me.
Several now sag. Obsession, like tight
dresses, suits the young and the carefree.
Maybe it is not obsession even, maybe I am
just being cruel when I call it that. Of a
certain propensity for masochism that runs
deep in my bones I am well aware, and if
that is the case here, it would not be the
first time something beautiful suffers the
blow of my ruthless self-depreciation.
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Theseus's Ship

by Rohini Batra

 What about all the poetry? Pages upon pages in four languages written all for
him, about him, with him, and as is mostly the case, without him. Are the poems
not enough to prove otherwise? That it has been, indeed, love all along?

          Aamir and I met in New Delhi of 2015 on the engagement shoot of our
respective friends. He was the photographer. I was the impromptu creative
director. I had finished her Journalism degree the previous summer, had finally
moved out of a toxic household and was currently shining at my new writing job
that I had secured even before taking the final semester exams. All in all, I was
drunk on freedom. Absolutely reeling with the kind of optimism that only comes
with early success, and this hopefulness perhaps was the reason that I let myself
fall in love on a breezy August afternoon with this stunning stranger in an olive-
green shirt and Ray-Ban wayfarers. Like one’s favorite scene from one’s favorite
movie, that day is preserved in my memory still fresh, still breezy. 



         It was only yesterday while sharing the latest updates of my life with a much
younger online friend that I realized how ridiculous romantic obsession must look
on me now that I am old. My neck has grown fat, as have various other parts of
me. Several now sag. Obsession, like tight dresses, suits the young and the
carefree. Maybe it is not obsession even, maybe I am just being cruel when I call it
that. Of a certain propensity for masochism that runs deep in my bones I am well
aware, and if that is the case here, it would not be the first time something
beautiful suffers the blow of my ruthless self-depreciation.

         My friend heard me talk about Aamir one time and it was instantly declared
that Aamir’s devilishly good looks paired with his boyish charm had claimed yet
another victim in me. Somehow, it made me feel ordinary and I hated it, simply
hated it.

         “He has several Suhanis like you in his log book of one-night stands, Sonny,
take an antidote and wake the hell up before it’s too late.”

         But I like sleep! Especially the dreams that it brings me—lucid, excruciatingly
detailed and real to the point of being unnerving at times but always a welcome
distraction from the waking world. I am not a naïve virginal sweetness of Victorian
novels; I am no Jane—Bennett or Eyre. I have tasted love before, tasted lust even,
drank to my heart’s content of it in fact, but this, this Aamir, just his presence was
unlike anything I had ever felt before. I despise rich boys almost as a rule. I have
only seen money rot families throughout my life— relatives’ from excess of money
and my own from the lack of it. But in this case, in case of Aamir, I was ready to
overlook his wealth. 

         His air of grand opulence, his old-money arrogance and most of all, that
gangster gold chain on his neck that could blind someone catching the sun
reflected on it-- everything sort of became a background noise to the fact that
when he spoke, he spoke my thoughts. What a fine orchestration of stars it must
have been, I often wonder, that brought two such people together whose souls fit
each other so perfectly that they might as well be the long-lost halves of a whole.
To this day, I cannot say what Aamir’s father does or where his wealth comes from
even though countless references have been made by others as well as Aamir
himself to it and the subsequent familial disputes arising from it over the years. I 
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know it has something to do with land because of yet other countless references
to his feudal ancestry, their hot blood and a long history of artistic admiration of
the feminine, so to speak. 

 I had tried to explain to my friend that my adoration of him was despite his looks
and money, rather than in spite of it, but either she had decided not to
understand or I could not elucidate what I felt so compellingly in my heart’s
conviction. Looking back I now realize that that was the first offering I made at the
altar of love—my integrity in the eyes of my friends. I was ridiculed for it, criticized
for it, analyzed for it, but in the name of love, that was all inconsequential—a love
so intense that it made my head reel with intoxication in his mere presence, a love
so divine that it undid every last thread of my existence and birthed me anew,
softer and kinder. A love that all these years later, stood at the brink of being
unmasked only to discover an obsession underneath. 

         The next time two of us saw each other was about four months after that
photoshoot, when our now-engaged friends planned a weekend camping trip to
Kasauli, and invited us along. To chaperone? Well. The Instagram chats and to-
and-fro Facebook tags of past four months had given us both a fair idea that
something was a-brewing between us whether we cared to admit it or not. When
the plans for this trip were first floated in the WhatsApp group, Aamir had done
precisely everything to make it happen, right from finding a new resort when the
original booking got cancelled less than fifteen hours before the trip to procuring
his favourite Jack Daniel’s whiskey for the night. I too had lied through my teeth to
my friend’s mother about the fictitious sleepover for two at my new place for the
permission of the requisite night-out. It was still to be another couple of months
before I came to the epiphany of a mystical entanglement of my destiny with the
phases of moon which was why, as Aamir drove the four of us that Friday night
along the serpentine mountain roads to Kasauli, I did not make much of the silver
cosmic orb illuminating his face ethereal as he stole glimpses of me as my hair
caught the cool night wind from the open window, with Nusrat sahab crooning
Afreen from rich-boy speakers of his rich-daddy sedan. 

*
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- Hi Sonny. How is everyone? And how are you?

- Hey, Aamir. Everyone’s good. I am also okay. We are 
all safe here and in good health, thank you.

- Tht’s good. Please take care, Sonny. Dhyan rakho. 

- You too.
 

*

           I wonder how many unfair things one could list if they sat down with pen
and a paper. Given the state of things in the world right now, probably a lot. Off
the top of my head, the conversation I had with Aamir a week ago was quite unfair
too. For an infatuation so passionate that it makes you give up slowly and
gradually everything you once held dear and still be willing to keep giving until you
were left with nothing more to give, for such a Sufi madness to fizzle down into a
Tinderesque acquaintance— was there anything more tragic that existed in the
world of lovers? 

       But is it even love, though? Could be just obsession. 

           For example, a few weeks ago when marvelous photographs of the blood
supermoon were circulating on the internet, I almost did not want to look at them
until I saw they were from Melbourne, the place where the sightings were the
clearest. So then that is how the Universe wanted to play, pitching two of my most
favourite people in the world together against my own devoidness. The thought of
Moon and Aamir made me sad. I, now, doubt if my friend had been quite right
about Aamir all along. Must be all that inside intel from her now-husband. But it
hardly even makes any difference to me, has not made a difference all these years
as he paraded woman after woman under all our noses. In parties, on calls, over
text—I have heard it in all sorts of ways. There was always a girl, a girl that could
never be me as could I never be his girl. 
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What does it take for two people to fall in love? 

           Is it good sex? Money? Beauty? Intelligence? Danger? Fear? The cynics will
say love is a mere summation of conscious choices dictated by genetics and one’s
socio-economic aspirations for the purpose of procreation. The Romantics call it
all things abstract and eternally radiant. The Indians call it ‘arranged marriage’.
What makes an ordinary person living an ordinary life rise above an animal
existence and aspire for a cosmic derivation of pausing the awful trivialities of the
Universe to share a moment of God-like divinity with another? 

           Life is a long and lonely affair. 

           I have never been the kind of person to derive joy out of the mediocre.
Mediocrity is for the happier, the ones who possess the gift of finding joy in the
ordinary, the ones who know how to take something unremarkable and live with
it. I would rather die; which is probably why the long uneventful stretches of my
life have coincided so perfectly with my suicidal episodes. 

           Life had been eventful alright in early twenties. I was conventionally pretty
and unconventionally liberated—a formula that worked like an Unforgivable
Charm on the opposite sex. My laugh was infectious, my opinions rebellious and
there was always an over-eager guy on-hold if I needed to indulge. 

           I had not realized it at the time but my prolific dating phase faded over a
course of a year after I first met Aamir. Until then, ‘love’ was a word that just did
not go with my personality, and yet I told him by the end of that camping trip that
I loved him. It was not difficult either, and it did not require months over months
of thinking and deciding and overthinking and calculating. In fact, it held a simple
familiar delight of breathing in the early morning air, or a tall drink of 'ghare ka
paani', or sleeping on cool floor on a summer afternoon. I knew Aamir did not
take me seriously, and neither did my friends when I spoke like that. For the first
time, getting ridiculed or laughed at did not embarrass me. I was in love, and I
would tell so to anyone who asked. That was, I now think, my second offering at
the altar of love. 

*
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Perhaps for me that camping night never ended. I am still trapped in that distant
purgatorious fallacy. Do you know how people talk about how one’s whole life
flashes in front of their eyes when they have a near-death experience? I
sometimes feel those flashes when I think of him, small infinitesimal
microseconds of pure euphoria, of unbound joy of watching stars in a deep black
sky of a clear summer night. 

           If stretched into a whole lifetime, or at least what is left of it for me, I believe
it would be very close to 'moksh'. 

           In the last six years, I have laughed with Aamir, and cried when he is gone.
He comes and goes like summer clouds, without a pattern but slave to departure.
As your patience wanes, so does your courage rise. I once asked him, and have
since then at numerous times point blank, why he could never love me. He built
an impenetrable fortress around him and tells me that I do not know him well
enough. 

           Such questions must be hard for him to answer, but they are even harder to
ask but I do it over and over—like a white-hot knife driven right into an open
wound in a repetitive hope to seal it but only melting more flesh each time. 

*
 

The thing about obsession is that it starts to get bitter with time. Love, it gets
sweeter. Aamir is a bittersweet presence in my life now. Three years. Three years,
I had waited patiently while he took his time to decide what to do with my love. I
have never been turned away, never been turned down. I do not know what role I
am playing in the theatre of his life, and it drives my heart insane sometimes, but
for the most part, I do not mind, for love is kind (if it even is love), love is forgiving
(if it even is, after all, love), and because good things take time. There is no need to
rush something that is built for an eternity. After all, you can only build as high as
your foundation is deep. And one day, he moved countries. Continents. Just like
that, all of a sudden. That’s been another three years. 
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 The only way I can explain how I feel about Aamir is that if we stood facing each
other, we each might as well have been looking in a magic mirror that reflected
our soul. Several years from when I first felt that, I learnt in my Literary Theory
class that the Universe has a word for people like me and Aamir after all—Anima
& Animus. All the messed-up parts of me that make the world—and sometimes
even myself—curl away in repulsion, Aamir embraced with a laugh oh-so-musical
and a high-five oh-so-carefree, and just like that, I am no more a horrible girl with
a strangely twisted mind. If I could interest a dream like Aamir, I could conquer
galaxies. If the two of us were possible in our oneness, nothing was impossible.

        People still fall for me, except that now it is men and not boys, and now they
fall for my melancholy grace and my blue sadness, not for my once- shapely ass or
my once-crimson pout. But for me, not one of them has held the promise of even
a small fraction of the self-destructive passion of my love for Aamir. Or my
obsession of him, I still do not know which one it is. These men do not know the
messed-up parts of me, they do not feel like my soul reflected in a magic mirror,
they are not my Animus. I am foolishly hopeful the thirties will take my weak heart
into consideration and be kind to it. 

           In Kashmiri, they have a beautiful word for the moon—Zoon. It is also the
maiden name of Habba Khatoon, a sixteenth-century Muslim poetess who died
singing songs of lament for her exiled king and husband, Yusuf Shah. In 2018, the
young daughter of a shikara-rower had given me that name, 'Zooni', said my
Sanskrit name did not roll off her tongue easy, said I look more like a Zooni. To be
taken apart at the hands of the Universe like that, and be put together so that I
became Moon, the poetess and myself, all at once—could this be a feat of
obsession? Or has it been love all along? 

           Destiny, perhaps, will bring me the answers I seeks, in its own sweet time,
and they will be simple.
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Misfits
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It was a hot July. The sun showed his fury in red.
Temperatures raised. Vacations declared. The
streets were occupied by the kulfi and ice-cream
sellers. Kids, in their cool casual cottons licked
their ice-cream on sticks, while it melted and
flowed from a side on their dusty hands,
dripping.

Pickle Affair

by Buddhapuri Medha

But it’s not the same summer for some, especially the ones who scored less in
mathematics. The scorching summer heat on one hand, and the endless
trigonometry classes of Sharma sir on other hand made Mihir's head heated up
like an extra cheesy pizza in an oven.

"You aren't paying attention" shouted Mr.Sharma, a bald, medium built man,
banging with the duster on the bench and pointing to Mihir. “Will you be in your
sixties or any plan of improving your scores?” Sharma, had his way of categorizing
students, based on their scores. Mihir stopped gazing out of the window at the
kids enjoying their holidays in the ground and started looking at the board. But his
mind is lost in thoughts. 

Though he seems to be fine, there is a lot of stress that he is going through.
Unable to decide about his career, his fathers reprimanding, approaching exams,
extra classes, and the infinite syllabus that continually evolves but not stops.. all
blew in him like a steam engine. 

The bell rang like a temporary rescue. He ran out straight to home, without
stopping at his favourite panipuri or the ice-creams shop. He wanted to see his
mother, his strength and support that charges him automatically. He wanted to sit
by her side and listen to her talking about the days’ issues. It relaxes him for a
while. She is the only one who truly understands him. 
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His father is strict and bragging. His morning coffee, the papad and pickles in his
meals, handkerchief in his pocket, the parker pen, Bata sandals, and the vermillion
on his head that never fades are some of his habits. The Titan watch on his hand,
which he refers every now and then, indicates him to be time bound. Education
and discipline are the only things that makes a person according to him, which is
reflected upon Mihir.

As he stepped into the threshold, he saw his mother in the veranda... cleaning
green raw mangoes. 

"Mihir, you came home so early today" she asked. 

"I'm done for the day amma" he replied. He freshened up and sat with her to see
what she is doing. 

"It's pickles season. We are going to have raw mango pickles soon. I'm making
them now" she said, affectionately handing him a slice of mango. It was the
sourest he ever tasted. His tongue twisted and he made a face as he chewed. 
The green mangoes shone like emeralds after being cleaned. She carefully wiped
them with a dry cloth. The smell is so pungent and the ingredients are colourful. 

The bangles on his mother's hands made a tingling sound as she cut the
mangoes. The brightness of chilli powder and turmeric reflected the evening sky
after sunset. The strong smell of mustard, extra dash of salt and overdose of oil all
equally mixed in proportion with her bare hands, the hands that cooked
deliciously for the entire family, that took care of sick, that trained and nurtured
growth. She has been through a lot in her life bringing up Mihir, managing the
home, working to save the extra penny to clear the loans etc. And all she did with
an ever perishing smile on her face. 

Nobody ever asked her if she liked her subject. But she clearly knew what her
dear ones liked and wanted. From the proportion of sugar in her husband’s coffee
to his handkerchiefs to be ironed, she was taught. Just taught. But never asked if
she liked her subject. She never complained, out of respect or some unknown fear
that dwelled deep-down in her heart. She had learned to adjust and adapt.
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"How can you do it Amma? How aren't you tired?" Mihir asked.

She smiled a bit more, knowing what's going on in his mind.

"So you didn't understand the class today?" 

"I never understood that. I don't know if I can do it or not. Why Is it that I have to
go to special classes when others get their vacation to play?" He was sad.

Her hands still worked on the pickle. It slowly began to get a texture. Raw
mangoes smeared with red, strong smell emanating from the preparation. 

"When you ate the slice of raw mango I just gave you, it was sour isn't it?"

"Yes" 

"After a few days, the same raw mango is going to turn delicious in this pickle.
How?" She asked.

"Because you have added all the necessary ingredients to it" he replied.

"So are you, a raw mango now. Sour in life. You need additional ingredients in life
to make your life a tasty one or a successful one" she began transferring the pickle
into jars. "The learning is the additional ingredient that has to be added. But what
you learn is what you choose." She looked at him.

"I don't want maths. I want to pursue a career in Arts” he replied, with fear in his
eyes, the same fear which she had years ago.

She looked at him for a while, his eyes frightened. The sorry look on his face and
stress in his head are clear to her. She didn’t want him feel that way.
 
"Then don’t" she replied 

He was surprised. 
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"We will sort it out with your father over dinner" she said, confident.

"I'm scared Amma. He will scold me for sure if I do not take the IIT." he said

"Well, the magic is ready now. Let us melt him over a spoonful of freshly made
mango pickle. Who doesn't love it? And your dad, almost dies for it" she winked. 

She wont let it happen again, not to Mihir. Somewhere, it has to change and she
know exactly where to start, as her mother said, “The way to a man’s heart is
through his stomach”.

They both smiled.
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A few inches too short,
a shade darker than "normal",
a bulgy waist doesn’t look hot
and laughter…certainly looks
paranormal!
                                      
A face full of freckles,
a rebel with tattoos,
an ugly sight in spectacles,
is nothing but a horrific view!
                             
An overeducated nerd,
a slang-uttering buffoon,
an untamed beast in the herd
will never dance to my tune!
            
A highly "socially-active" woman
cannot vouch for her purity.
Worse, if she can’t handle the kitchen,
or make a decent-looking roti…

This endless list of requisites
clearly reflects your shallow mind.
Your "true-match" in this land of
misfits,
you’ll never be able to find.

So, extinguish your burning fire
and rip off that ridiculous checklist
because the one you truly desire,
unfortunately, does not exist!

Unfit for Marriage

by Anukriti Ashok
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two syllables
hold a great power

/ˈmɪsfɪt/ 
a slash, a slap
a slap that stings, an itch that burns
a lemon squeeze, a tequila shot 
a flash of light, a matchstick leaving
a crimson kiss on my fingertip
it stings like a bumblebee's sting

noun
a word that names, a label

two syllables

by Shriya Bhardwaj
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a label that sticks to my hair like freshly spat bubble gum 
my hair wavy like the squiggles drawn with a black crayon 
and the pinky pink strawberry pink bubble gum 
out of a bully's mouth
it stings like a bumblebee's sting

meaning
a definition, a person
a connotation, a denotation
a person set apart from the others
exists like an uncomfortable ragged jigsaw piece 
from an unknown old puzzle
it stings like a bumblebee's sting

a square peg in a round hole 
a round peg in a square hole 
look at the dissatisfaction 
the discontentment
my, my the unhappiness 
it drools out of their eyes, i wish
i wish to scoop out their eyes because the gaze 
the gaze glazes me with a 
dirty nectar that i can't wash off
i can't see, i can't breath
i'm yellow
can't see what's below
i'm black
can hear what they're saying behind my back 
so, i sting like a bumblebee 
i'm two syllables like 
yin and yang
who i was, who i am,
who i might be, who might i be
i hold the power
misfit, misunderstood
i hold the power.
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In fifteen minutes, I shall make my first
public appearance. In fifteen minutes,
hundreds of pairs of eyes will be on me-
weighing every word I speak. In fifteen
minutes, the loudspeakers will make my
voice reverberate in every corner of the
auditorium. There is no way I can run away,
no way I can disappear in the multitude or
remain insignificant- not anymore. I slip into
the washroom, close the toilet seat, and
slump on it. I recollect you told me deep
breathing should help. I imagine a rope
fastened to the middle of my head pulling
me straight- just as you said. Nothing helps
though. They had not helped me the last
time either. And neither before that. 

Light at the end of the tunnel

by Sayani Bhattacharya

Remember the group discussion? My first day at my first job? The fresh employees
had huddled around a circular table. A round table, mind you, terrifies me. It allows
no place to hide. The debate commenced, and everyone spoke at the same time;
they hardly listened. They reminded me of the aggressive panellists in news
channels. Their collective voice boomed like a distant din - like a symphony,
discordant. I did not utter a word- not until someone pointed out that tears were
surging down my eyes- and that I was different. Yet again. I had excused myself
and left for a place I could hide. 

That reminds me, Mousumi had once tucked at my elbow and towed me to one
corner of my classroom. 'How do you manage alone when everyone ignores you?'
She had quizzed. Her parents had got busier with their new-born baby, and she did
not know how to learn to be on her own at fourteen. I had told her about the
secret world I had built inside my head. The world that was a refuge for my mind.
My mind, like a turtle, could always sneak inside when stones were hurled at it. She
had looked at me unconvinced that time. But a year later, she told me, it helped.
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I often wonder, when did you convince me that I was a misfit and that I must build
a cocoon to survive? Does it date back to the time when Shriya, my only
confidante at school, turned her back on me because someone told her I was a
gay? Did she ever realize I was not? That I only did not know how love alters its
essence like a chameleon for different people? Love for parents, love for friends,
love for a teacher, love for a child, love for a sexual partner, love for a beggar that
makes you drop a one rupee coin in his tumbler- I did not know so many existed.
For me, love was an expansive film with no lines of demarcation. Did she ever
know how I would grind a handful of green chilies in my mouth, alone in the
school bus, for I had started believing that self-torment was the only way to grow?
Does it make me different that my friends returned to their homes every day after
school while I would retreat to my gloomy room in one corner of my neighbour’s
house, awaiting my father's arrival from his work? 

Or was it because I could never invite my friends on my birthdays because they
laughed at the asbestos ceiling, the unplastered red brick walls in our bedroom,
and the tin buckets randomly placed in the middle of the room to collect the
rainwater leaking in through the roof?

Did I know that I would always take a longer route to my college, to stop by the
children's park, to watch a butterfly dance around the colourful blooms, while my
friends would shake their heads disapprovingly and proceed to the class? They
would call me names- shy, introvert, dumbo, weirdo, and many more. And I would
wonder was it time to get back- back inside the armour?

The armour that safeguarded me- the shield I would later refer to as my alter ego-
when did I build it, after all? When did I turn into a shy, an introvert, constantly
running away and seeking shelter? 

Does it date back to the day, which now seems like an antique picture that frames
a five-year-old me catching a blurred glimpse of the station outside from a
chugging train? We were leaving my mother back in her maiden house. And my
father asked me whom I would wish to live with- him or her, once they were
divorced.
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Or did it happen much recently- when my husband yelled at me, and I slipped into
the dressing room and closed the door? It is the smallest enclosed space in our
home- with no gaps left for the sneaky ray of daylight to pass through. Its
darkness gave me a sense of safety. In there, no one could see me, or my
imperfections, or my shyness, or my tears. I could wrap my arms around my
shaking frame and calm it down- deep breath, dear. You are back into your shell.
You are safe now.

Sometimes I wonder, it's not just one, but all of them that cumulate around having
a heightening effect on me, causing the fear of people, of you, the society, and the
space- 

The space- its expanse petrifies me. Space scatters your pieces around while
confines can hold them close as if you are still whole, intact. 
The space reminds me of the stage, the throng of people, and my arms fold
around me like an envelope. It's less than five minutes now, and there is a knock
on the door. Susan, my editor, is calling out my name. It's time- to gather my
pieces and face you. 

I can feel the trepidation in my heart. It beats faster than needed, making me feel
giddy. I hold the mic and look sideways. On my right, hiding in the wing, Susan
waves her hand impatiently. Probably she is asking me- why are you so different?
Why can't you just speak up? So I open up my arms, freeing my pieces to drift into
the space- faraway. My scars are now exposed and vulnerable. You can see I am a
misfit; I am different. I am different, for I am on the stage, and you down there.
For I am here to speak, and you to listen. For the gleaming light converges on me
while you lurk in the darkness of the theatre. I am a misfit, but that is who I am.
That is what separates us. I utter the first word- 'Hello!' And you broke into a
thundering clap. My pieces tremble in the tremor, rising high up, becoming lighter
every passing second. Should I let it now take away from me the burden of being
different...forever?
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I know I’m twenty-five years too late, but for the first time when I woke up this
morning, I didn’t feel ashamed of myself; and that is how I knew it was time to
meet you two again.

           Ma and Pa took care of me like their own daughter after you two left me
and never let me feel your absence. It was extremely hard at first, I didn’t want to
leave our old home, but I had to eventually. I thought life would be easy moving
forward as no one other than me, Ma, and Pa knew what had happened, but it
was worse than before.

Layers

by Aishwarya Nair
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I know I never told you what happened, so I’m here to finally be honest with you
both. You were so happy when you brought Callum home and so was I because I
finally had a big brother to protect me from bullies, but he just turned out to be
the biggest bully of them all. He told me he’d play with me and help me with
things if I did the same for him, the only problem was that he meant it quite
literally when he said that he would play with me. He’d undress me and touch me
everywhere, saying that small kids had small barbies and big kids had big real
barbies. You both trusted him so blindly that you left me with him for hours and
came home late; never doubted his intentions, never asked me if he was a good
brother, and never taught me about good or bad touches.

           He always gave me chocolates at the end and I felt proud to have helped my
big brother even if it hurt a lot, but that was until you two walked in on what
Callum was doing. You know the rest that happened that night, and it still haunts
me from time to time.

           Ma and Pa brought me to London, enrolled me into a new school, and took
me to a counsellor multiple times a week. The school was very different from the
one I attended in Berkshire, it was so huge and new, and all the kids came from
rich families and wore shiny clothes. I had a very hard time making friends, they
always pulled on my ponytail and made fun of me. It wasn’t until after two years
that I met Maybel and she accepted me for who I was. She stuck with me through
school and college, and we’re still as close as we were back then; but even she
couldn’t protect me from all the bullies.

Even though I wore the beautiful dresses that Ma bought for me, girls always
found some flaw in them. Sometimes they threw their drinks on my clothes or cut
them with scissors when I was too engrossed in studying. The boys were not any
better, they said the meanest of things and pushed me until I broke down in the
middle of the hallway.

           I thought maybe puberty would help my situation but it didn’t. People
started to describe me as a misfit, an erratic bitch or the crazy geek. They thought
that since there were times that I was way too agitated or too loud and did things
in a way that weren’t calm, composed, or graceful; that I was overwrought and
stiff. While my body reacted pretty normally to all the new changes happening 
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inside me, I realized that not everyone had it that easy and it was turning them
into even meaner people. 

The girls continued with their snide remarks that I managed to block out most of
the time, but the boys broke my heart. A couple of them stood me up on the dates
and one went out of his way to spend three days with me and kiss me on the
fourth day just to tell everyone in the high school as to how desperate I was. In all
honesty, I was desperate for love; I craved it as if it were oxygen, something I
needed to survive as I had never had it given to me before, not until Ma and Pa. 

           Ma and Pa gave me everything in this world that my heart desired, including
love, but they couldn’t give me friends. I wanted to feel wanted amongst a group
of people who were my age and liked the same things I did. I wanted someone to
discuss boys with, shop with, and do homework with – but it was mostly just me
and Maybel. Maybel had friends other than me, so she had to split her time
between us and I hardly got her to myself.

           When I wasn’t studying or relaxing with Ma and Pa, I spent my time
capturing memories. All of us went to Sussex beach every fortnight and there I
clicked as many pictures of them and strangers that I could. That was when I
realized I wanted to be a photographer. Ma and Pa always supported my dream
by getting me the best professional camera along with equipment, sending me to
a reputed university and even posing as models for my assignments.

           It was around my nineteenth birthday that Ma noticed a change in my
behaviour, I couldn’t remember certain things had happened during the day and
I’d behave differently, as if I was another person. It was then that they took me to
another psychologist and after multiple tests, I was diagnosed with dissociative
identity disorder. The blacked out instances and the neurotic behaviour
throughout my childhood and teen years made sense now, but the diagnosis itself
didn’t help in the least bit either. 

           It made things worse as I was in a war with all of my alters, wanting them to
just disappear from the face of the earth, so that I could go back to being normal
like everyone around me. I tried to end my life a couple of times as well because I
just wanted to know what peace felt like, what being free and light as a bird was. 
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Pa had to rush me to a hospital once in the middle of the night as I had slit my
wrist, and since then he always checked on me a number of times in the night
even after I fell asleep.

 I met a lot of psychologists before I finally found one that actually understood DID
properly and helped me as well. It took a very long time for me to open up about
my problems, but Dr John always made me feel safe. There were times when the
sessions drained the energy out of me – these were days when he would ask me
to talk about you and Callum. It took me a lot of time to actually spill my guts out,
but Dr John always supported me and helped me understand not just my past,
but all the other layers of me as well.

The more I understood Beatrix, Audrey, Jordan and Camille, the more they let me
be a part of their lives by not blocking me out entirely. Now I know what these
girls do when they come out- I can literally see them doing their thing and it
makes me happy to see them interact with other people. I know you would have
loved the girls! They’re so talented and smart and beautiful, like a dream come
true. They’re my family now, they always have my back and I always have theirs.

           A couple of years ago, I met a couple of girls at an event I was capturing and
after talking for some time, they took me under their wing. These girls are
everything I imagined friends to be, the ones who are always just a call away and
bring you ice cream and watch a chick flick when you’re low. After spending
months with them, I opened up about my diagnosis and they welcomed all my
other girls with open arms and some are now best friends with them as well. 

           It was six years ago that I ran into this wonderful man at a coffee shop and
he asked me out on a date. I was really cautious at first because all I could think of
was my luck at dating during high school years and college. There were guys who,
when learnt about my condition, would create situations where they would
manipulate me and make me think I was going crazy to the hilt.

           I kept running into him every morning and it was when all the girls smacked
me on my head and made me see the bright side, that I finally agreed to going out
on a date with him. Jacob is the kindest soul I’ve ever met, after you guys and Ma
and Pa. He dealt with my DID like a mature adult instead of calling me names like 
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most people did. We have had our share of fights and misunderstandings like any
normal couple, but he has stood by my side through all of it and loved me dearly.

 We got married after dating for two years, and it was a marvelous day, but not as
wholesome as the day we welcomed our little girl, Christina Rose Evans. I named
her after both of you, so that I can always feel you both around me. Jacob and I
shower her with love and make sure that she isn’t in any trouble whilst educating
her about good and bad touches. She’s such a beautiful and energetic girl, she
makes me want to keep going; Jacob and Chrissy are my driving force.

           People still call me a misfit, the crazy bitch, mental, or the axe wielding
chick, but today I’m truly happy to have Ma, Pa, Jacob, Chrissy, my girl gang, and
my alter girls. I know they love me more than anything in this world and they help
me to persevere and understand myself a little better with every passing day.

           Recently, I came out about my diagnosis to the world on my social media
platforms. While some comments were super hurtful, the majority of them have
been supportive and talking more about DID. I even have my own Youtube
channel now where I’m trying to break the stigma surrounding DID, and it touches
my heart when I find others like me as well or their loved ones reaching out to
understand more about the condition in order to help them better. Ever since
people learnt about my condition, my photography business started booming,
and some have even offered me contracts to model with them and let my alter
girls be a part of it as well.

           I didn’t remember a lot about you from when I was a child, Dr John thinks
that my alters blocked out most of the events from back then, but a couple of
months ago, I suddenly remembered how we used to have little picnics in our
backyard when I saw a monarch butterfly on our vacation in Northern Ireland. It
just reminded me of how there were so many of them in our garden during
spring, and that is how I recalled our family picnic dates. Dr John said something
about the butterfly acting as a catalyst, but I won’t get into those details with you
right now. I’m just glad to have some more memories of both of you.

  I just wish you could be here to see me become this person who is no longer
ashamed of her past and is loved by so many people and succeeding in life. I hope 
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you can see me from up there and feel proud of the woman I’ve become. I’m not
mad at you for bringing Callum into our lives anymore, I understand that you gave
your lives in order to protect me and always wanted the best for me. Thank you so
much Mom and Dad, for giving me a chance to see the world and live this life. I
miss you both every single day and I love you.”

 I laid a bouquet of sunflowers on my birth mother, Rose’s, headstone and a
bouquet of roses on my dad, Chris’s, headstone. Kissing my fingers, I placed them
on their headstones one last time, before making my way back to where Jacob
and Chrissy were sitting on a bench with a small smile on their lips.

 I know I still have a long journey ahead of me that’s full of mysteries, surprises,
and acceptance, but right now, in their arms, I finally don’t feel like a misfit.



You tell me henceforth you
will not paint. We are in the
Art room, that is what most
students call it anyway. You
set foot inside at the usual
hour (you are never late) and
announce your retirement.
You do your best to sound
confident but ultimately you
are ten and it shows. The
words are not yours. 

"Why?" I dare ask. For I must
know why my ace student
has decided to call it quits. 
Without a student, a teacher
ceases to exist. If you go, a
part of me goes with you. 
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Boon and Bane 

by Rabia Sethi

You lift your chin slightly and intertwine your fingers at the front. The dark mole
on your neck that was hidden under your skin is very visible now. You mumble
something about your mother and in a hurry step out of the room, leaving me at
my old rickety desk, abandoned and confused.

I have two hours to kill and my thoughts spiral back to the day I met you. You were
like any other girl or I thought so until I saw you paint. Surprisingly it had nothing
to do with the technique, the way you held the brush or how you dipped it inside
tiny pots of colours, green, yellow and red. Rather it was the way your mini hands
moved across the blank sheet, breathing life into it. Your tree was not simply
green and brown. It had orange coloured leaves, a brown nest and a yellow-toned
sky behind it. The final product was magnificent. No eight year old 
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painted like this. I praised you in front of everyone. You appeared both shocked
and pleased. Maybe until that day, no one had ever told you that you were
destined for greatness. 

"Do you take classes after school? " I ask 

"No sir" you answer back

All the girls at your table are now comparing your painting to theirs. They are
stealing glances of your tree and then swiftly tweaking their own. But none of
them come even close. It occurs to me now that you were never appreciated by
your peers. Not the first time and never the next. Whenever I praised your work,
all the students at your table began to whisper something in the ears of the other
and bundle together, them against you.

I convince your parents immediately. They seem pleased at all the prospects. I, on
the other hand, am grateful to have a prodigy. It is about you but it is about me
too. You are my shot at greatness. Soon we are travelling across the state, winning
one competition after the other, your name on every newspaper and magazine.
With so much time being spent out of class, things are not the same for you. 
"Amisha has a new seating partner now," you tell me one day. Your head is bowed
down and your thin fingers move across the canvas as if guided by some unseen
spirit. 
"Your incharge made her do it?" 
"No. I am gone for at least three days a week. She didn't want to sit alone. " 
That means you would have to sit alone.
I don't say it out loud. You finish your work for the day and pack your belongings. 
"Did you have many friends growing up?" You ask me before leaving.
"A few but I have lost touch with most of them now. I have a new set of friends
now, people who share my interests and hobbies. Friends keeping coming and
going out of our lives." 
You nod and I see a smile building up. In that instance, I want to hug you tight.

But there are days when you irk me, like in one of our regular classes. While all
your peers listen carefully to me, you appear distant and lost. 
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You don't misbehave as such but you are indifferent. Like the rest of the students,
you don't raise your hand when I ask a question, neither do you do your
homework. Is it all too simple for you?

Gradually I begin to see it too. The demarcation between you and all, the gifted 
and the not. 

There is a national level competition coming up. It could really turn things around
for you. We begin to put in long hours after school. You have to miss a few
birthday parties but your parents understand. You have your whole life to make
friends. This is your moment to shine. Greatness comes at a price. You were
taking it all well, or I thought so. Until you barged into my room and made that
declaration. After getting home I pour myself a steaming cup of tea and sit on the
porch, resisting the urge to call your mother. At 10 minutes past 7, I finally give in.
Your mother doesn't sound surprised at all. She was half expecting me to call.
"There was an incident at school " she confides in me. Some girls from your grade
cornered you in the bathroom, tore apart your notebook and said some mean
things. Are fifth-graders capable of such brutality? 

You were bullied for your giftedness. It is a boon and a bane. Your bullies wanted
you to stop painting and they succeeded to some extent. You cried your eyes out
and decided to confront no one. But demons rarely go away on their own,
something had to be done. 

"Send her to the extra class tomorrow," I say to your mother before putting the
phone down. Your mother reluctantly agrees. The next day, you step inside the
art room but you are fifteen minutes late. You are not your usual self, one glance
at you and I can tell, you didn't want to come. Fear and sadness are marked all
over your freckled face. You keep looking back to make sure no one followed you
here. The incident has gripped you badly, I wonder will my words even be
enough?

"Seema Singla, class 4, made fun of my noodle shaped hair every day for a
month" I utter in front of you, your expression is still the same.

"Vikas Joshi, class 7, called me names for being short" You are wondering where
am I going with it.
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"Harshit Cheema, class 9, broke my paintbrushes and threw my colours from the
class window, twice" You sigh and I think you get a hint. You tilt your head forward
as if you can not wait to hear the next part.

"With the good comes the bad. Some people will try to bring you down with
threats and fear, simply because you are not like the rest" I get up from my chair
then and walk towards you, kneeling in front of you so we are at eye level, "But
you are something extraordinary and they simply fail to see it". I see tears trickling
down and you begin to wipe them with the back of your palm.

"I thought I was doing everything well but still it happened" your voice is cracking.
I contemplate saying what I am to say next, wondering if it is too much for a 10-
year-old to comprehend. 

"It might happen again. We have to face bullies our entire life in one form or the
other but remember, deep down they are the ones hurting, not you" you look so
confused I want to hit my head in the wall, but then your expression changes to
that of awareness and you nod slightly. I give myself an imaginary pat. I hope it
works because I know nothing else will, not in the long run. 

I try to distract you with some artsy talk and you listen intently, giving me a ray of
hope. When I ask you the names of your bullies, you hesitate but I remind myself
it is day one only, we will get there. You untangle your legs and lift your backpack,
ready to leave. You stand at your spot for a while, aligning your words.

"I will bring the watercolours tomorrow" you finally say. My heart can not contain
my happiness. We have won.




